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Abstract
We analyze the predictability of eye movements of observers viewing dynamic
scenes. We first assess the effectiveness of model-based prediction. The model is
divided into inter-saccade prediction, which is based on a limited history of attended
locations, and saccade prediction, which is based on a list of salient locations. The
quality of the predictions and of the underlying saliency maps is tested on a large
set of eye movement data recorded on high-resolution real-world video sequences. In
addition, frequently fixated locations are used to predict individual eye movements
to obtain a reference for model-based predictions.
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Introduction

Vision is a highly active process [1–3]. Our eyes are constantly scanning the
environment to centre the fovea – the highest-resolution part of the retina –
over targets of interest. This sequence of eye movements is called the scanpath [2]. Its shape depends both on visual features of the scene and on scanning
strategies. These scanning strategies are mostly subconscious and may vary
among individuals.
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For the purposes of this paper, we will distinguish between the following three
types of eye movements, although there are several more [4]: (i) Saccade: the
eyes move rapidly to centre the fovea over a target of interest; (ii) Fixation:
eye movement is inhibited to keep the gaze on a target of interest; (iii) Smooth
Pursuit: the eyes track a moving object to keep it in the same relative position
on the fovea.
Work on modelling and predicting eye movements has typically been carried
out on static scenes [5,6]; only recently has there been increased interest in
models for dynamic scenes, e.g. [7–9]. We are interested in the latter problem
because our research is motivated by applications that involve gaze-contingent
displays and the guidance of eye movements [8,10]. Also, we believe that topdown and random components have a greater influence on the scan-path for
static scenes, whereas the influence of bottom-up factors is greater for dynamic scenes. We cite several arguments in support of this: First, motion and
temporal change (which are, of course, only present in dynamic scenes) have
been shown to be stronger predictors of human saccades than colour, intensity
or orientation [9]. Second, smooth pursuit, an involuntary eye movement controlled by bottom-up mechanisms, is only observed on dynamic scenes. Third,
the human visual system evolved in an environment where fast reflexive reactions to dynamic visual cues were important.
Our approach to gaze prediction divides the problem into two parts: First,
predicting the eye movements made between saccades; and second, predicting
the targets of saccades. We will refer to these two parts of the problem as
intersaccadic prediction and saccade prediction.
Of course, dividing the problem in this way requires some means of switching
between intersaccadic prediction and saccade prediction. Currently, we use
a saccade detector, i.e. we switch from intersaccadic prediction to saccade
prediction once we detect that a saccade is taking place. Ultimately, one would
also want to predict that a saccade will take place before it actually starts.
For intersaccadic prediction, we use a predictor based on supervised-learning
techniques that uses a history of previously attended locations to predict the
gaze position in the next time step.
Saccade prediction is certainly the harder of the two subproblems. Like other
authors [5,7,11–13], we base our approach on a saliency map that assigns a
certain degree of saliency to every location in every frame of a video sequence.
Various techniques exist for computing saliency maps, but they are all based,
in one way or another, on local low-level image properties such as contrast,
motion or edge density, and are intended to model the processes in the human
visual system that generate saccade targets.
From a saliency map and a history of previously attended locations, one would
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ideally want to be able to predict a single location that has a high probability
of being the next saccade target. However, we fear that this goal may be
unattainable. We believe that the human visual system uses low-level features
such as those used in saliency maps to generate a list of candidate locations
for the next saccade target, and that top-down attentional mechanisms then
select one of the candidate locations as the actual saccade target. This selection
mechanism is probably very difficult to model algorithmically.
In our view, a more realistic goal is therefore to predict a certain number of
candidate locations – say, five to ten – that will with high probability include
the actual saccade target, and our results show that a small number of target
locations usually covers most of the variations in the eye movements made by
different observers.
In spite of our reservations, we have also attempted to see how well we can
predict a single “most likely” saccade target based on a list of candidate locations, and we will report on these findings also. However, for our purposes [10],
the prediction of a few candidate locations suffices.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes our methods for
intersaccadic prediction, computation of saliency maps, extraction of candidate locations for saccade targets, and the prediction of a single “most likely”
saccade target. Section 3 compares the results of our methods with the eye
movements made by test subjects on 18 high-resolution, real-world video sequences. Section 4 summarizes our findings and discusses issues for future
research.

2

Method

Since our approach splits up the prediction of eye movements into intersaccadic
prediction and saccade prediction, we first describe the saccade detector that
is used to switch between these two modalities. We then present the method
used for intersaccadic prediction. Next, we introduce a saliency measure based
on the concept of intrinsic dimensionality as well as an “empirical” saliency
measure computed from the eye movements actually made by the test subjects;
the empirical saliency measure will be used as a baseline for assessing the
quality of the analytical saliency measure. We then present an algorithm for
extracting individual candidate locations for saccade targets from a saliency
map. Finally, we describe a predictor that predicts a single saccade target
from a list of such candidate locations.
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2.1 Saccade Detection
Saccades are detected in a two-step procedure. To initialize the search for a
saccade onset, gaze velocity has to exceed a high threshold θ1 = 150°/s first.
Then, going back in time, saccade onset is defined as the point in time where
the velocity exceeds a lower threshold θ0 = 20°/s that is biologically more
plausible but less robust to noise. Saccade offset is reached when gaze velocity
falls below θ0 again. To further improve robustness against impulse noise, we
check the resulting saccades for a minimum and maximum length (15 ms and
120 ms, respectively) and a peak velocity of less than 1000°/s.
The thresholds used in the saccade detection algorithm were based on biologically plausible values [14]; these were then fine-tuned to optimize the
algorithm’s performance, which was validated by comparing against handlabelled saccades on the same data. A few saccades of low amplitude were not
detected by the saccade detector, but in some of these cases, it was difficult
to determine even by visual inspection whether the data really constituted a
saccade or just eye tracker noise. In any event, we are not concerned that the
omission of a few low-amplitude saccades would significantly affect our results
since such low-amplitude saccades typically do not shift the gaze away from
the previously fixated object.

2.2 Intersaccadic Prediction
The intersaccadic predictor is active in the time between two saccades and
uses a history of N locations attended in the past to predict the gaze point in
the next time step. The predicted location X̂t = (x̂t , ŷt ) is defined by
X̂t = Xt−1 + At−1 Pt−1 .
Xt−1 is the location in the previous time step; Pt−1 = (Xt−2 − Xt−1 , Xt−3 −
Xt−1 , . . . , Xt−N −Xt−1 )T is the history of locations attended in the past, relative
to the last known location Xt−1 . The (N − 1) × 2 matrix Pt−1 is mapped by
the 1 × (N − 1) matrix At−1 to a displacement vector that defines the shift of
the gaze point from the previous to the current time step. The matrix At−1 is
updated continuously using supervised learning in each time step, i.e. we use
an incremental learning strategy.
In the case where the last saccade ended less than N time steps ago, the gaze
point history contains a number of samples taken during the saccade and a
number of samples taken after the saccade ended. The predictor is thus being
fed with data generated by two different processes, and our experience is that
this causes it to make unsatisfactory predictions.
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For this reason, we apply the following modification: Let tse be the time step
when the last saccade ended, i.e. Xtse is the first sample that was classified
as not belonging to the saccade. If tse > t − N, we set Pt−1 = (Xt−2 −
Xt−1 , . . . , Xtse − Xt−1 , . . . , Xtse − Xt−1 ) – the samples from time steps before
tse are replaced by Xtse .
Our learning procedure is as follows: We start with A = (0, . . . , 0) and apply
the following update rule in each time step:
At = At−1 + εePT
t−1 ,
where ε is the learning rate and e = Xt −X̂t is the prediction error. The learning
rate is the distance by which the algorithm walks down the error function in the
direction of the gradient ePT
t−1 . We have experimented with different constant
learning rates as well as with rates that were decremented exponentially. The
best results, however, were obtained by estimating the optimal learning rate
in each iteration and weighting this value with a constant α. Thus, we find
the ε that minimizes
kXt − (Xt−1 + A(ε)Pt−1 )k22 ,
where A(ε) = At−1 + εePT
t−1 , and weight this value with α, obtaining
ε=α

ePT PeT
.
|PT PeT |2

We note that prior knowledge about the statistics of intersaccadic eye movements could have been used in the design of the intersaccadic predictor. A
Kalman filter would have been an obvious choice, and Kalman filtering has
indeed been used to implement smooth pursuit in active vision systems [15].
However, we are interested in the quality of the results that can be achieved
by a supervised-learning algorithm that makes few assumptions about the
underlying process.

2.3 Saliency Map Generation
As described previously [16,17], our approach to saliency is based on the concept of intrinsic dimensionality that was introduced for images in [18] and was
shown to be useful for modelling attention with static images in [19]. The intrinsic dimension of a signal at a particular location is the number of directions
in which the signal is locally non-constant. It fulfils our requirement for an
“alphabet” of image changes that classifies a constant and static region with
low saliency, stationary edges and uniform regions that change in time with
5

intermediate saliency, and transient patterns that have spatial structure with
high saliency. We also note that those regions of images and image sequences
where the intrinsic dimension is at least 2 have been shown to be unique, i.e.
they fully specify the image [20].
The evaluation of the intrinsic dimension is possible within a geometric approach that is plausible for biological vision [21] and is implemented here by
using the structure tensor J, which is well known in the computer-vision literature (see e.g. [22]).
Based on the image-intensity function f (x, y, t), the structure tensor J is defined as
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where subscripts indicate partial derivatives and w is a spatial smoothing
kernel that is applied to the products of first-order derivatives. The intrinsic
dimension of f is n if n eigenvalues of J are non-zero. However, we do not
need to perform the eigenvalue analysis of J since it is possible to derive the
intrinsic dimension from the invariants of J, which are
1
H = trace(J)
3
S = |M11 | + |M22 | + |M33 |
K = |J|

= λ1 + λ2 + λ3
= λ1 λ2 + λ2 λ3 + λ1 λ3
= λ1 λ2 λ3 ,

where Mij are the minors of J obtained by eliminating row 4 − i and column
4 −j of J. The λi are the eigenvalues of J. Since J is a positive definite matrix,
the intrinsic dimension is at least 1 if H is non-zero, at least 2 if S is non-zero,
and 3 if K is non-zero.
To extract salient features on different spatial and temporal scales, we construct a 4-level spatio-temporal Gaussian pyramid from the image sequence
and compute the saliency measures on each level. Such a pyramid is constructed from the image sequence by successive blurring and sub-sampling.
2.4 Empirical Saliency Maps
As a baseline for assessing the saliency maps computed analytically, as described above, we use empirical saliency maps – i.e. saliency maps computed
from the actual eye movements of the test subjects. In a sense, they give us
an idea of what the “ideal” saliency map should look like for a given video
sequence, and they can serve as a basis for judging what the best possible
6

results are that we can expect for predictions made solely on the basis of a
saliency map generated from the image data, without taking individual topdown strategies into account.
To generate the empirical saliency map for a video frame, we determine the
current gaze position of each observer and place a Gaussian with a standard
deviation of σ = 16 pixels at each of these positions. The superposition of
these Gaussians then yields the empirical saliency map.

2.5 Salient Locations
In previous work [16,23], we extracted salient locations from the saliency map
by applying a threshold of 0.5 of the maximum saliency in the map. For
each connected region with saliency values above the threshold, we extracted
one salient location by determining the location with maximum saliency. The
robustness of this approach proved to be unsatisfactory. For example, if a small
region in the saliency map has values substantially higher than the rest of the
map, all of the map except for the high-saliency region will be suppressed.
For this reason, we developed a new, more robust approach [17], based on the
mechanism of “selective lateral inhibition”. The idea is to avoid two salient
locations being generated closer together than a certain distance. Therefore,
when a location has been extracted, we attenuate the saliency values of points
around the location using an inverted Gaussian to inhibit the generation of
further salient locations close to the existing location.
The following algorithm uses the mechanism of selective lateral inhibition to
extract n salient locations from the image in the order of decreasing saliency:
S1 = S
for i = 1 . . . n do
(xi , yi ) := argmax Si (x, y)
(x,y)

Si+1 (x, y) :=
end for




Si (x, y) · G(x − xi , y




Si (x, y)

− yi ) xi − W < x < xi + W and
yi − W < y < yi + W
otherwise
x2 +y 2

where S is the saliency measure (one of H, S or K), G(x, y) = 1 − e− 2σ2 is
an inverted radial Gaussian of width σ, and W = 2σ is the window width. We
thus repeatedly find the point with maximum saliency and then attenuate the
saliency values around this point. The extracted locations are then just the
(xi , yi).
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Note that the Gaussian is truncated with a square window, even though a circular window would have agreed better with the radial shape of the Gaussian.
We believe this is an acceptable optimization because the additional values
that are included in the square window beyond those that a circular window
would contain are close to 1 and the exact shape of the window does not have
a significant impact on the behaviour of the algorithm.
When extracting salient locations on different levels of the spatio-temporal
pyramid, the width of the Gaussian in pixels is kept constant for all levels.
Effectively, this increases the width of the Gaussian relative to the image the
more the resolution of the image is decreased. The idea is that the lowerresolution levels of the image capture coarser structure, which should thus be
suppressed using a kernel of greater width.

2.6 Saccade Prediction

From a list of salient locations computed using the algorithm described above,
the saccade predictor attempts to predict a single most probable saccade target. It is fed with the gaze position Xtss at the start of the saccade and a
number of salient candidate locations extracted from the M most recent video
frames. L candidate locations are extracted per frame to give a total of M · L
locations. Their positions relative to Xtss are stored in the (M · L) × 2 matrix
T
C
C = (XC
1 − Xtss , . . . , XM ·L − Xtss ) . The predicted location X̂tse for the end of
the saccade is given by
X̂tse = Xtss + B C.
B is a 1 × (M · L) matrix that is updated continuously using the same learning
rule as the intersaccadic predictor, i.e. once we know the point Xtse where the
saccade actually ended, we update B using the rule
Bnew = B + εeCT ,
where, again, ε is the learning rate and e = Xtse − X̂tse is the prediction error.
As for the intersaccadic predictor, the learning rate is given by

ε=β

eCT CeT
,
|CT CeT |2

where β is a constant that weights the learning rate.
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Fig. 1. Still frames from selected video sequences

3

Results

The methods described in Section 2 were tested on recordings of eye movements that were made for 18 test video sequences. The video sequences were
recorded using a JVC JY-HD10 HDTV video camera and depicted a variety
of real-world scenes in and around Lübeck. (7 sequences: people in a pedestrian area, on the beach, playing in a park; 4 sequences: populated streets
and roundabouts; 4 sequences: animals; 3 sequences: scenes of almost still life
character, e.g. a ship passing by in the distance. Still frames from some of
the sequences are shown in Figure 1.) Each video sequence had a length of 20
seconds, a resolution of 1280 by 720 pixels (aspect ratio 16:9) and a frame rate
of 30 frames per second (progressive scan). In general, the video camera was
fixed for these recordings; only a few sequences contained small amounts of
camera movement. If the sequences had contained strong camera movement,
a video stabilization algorithm could have been employed.
The sequences were displayed on a monitor with an area of 40 by 30.6 cm,
the video occupied an area of 39.8 by 22.8 cm, and the parts of the screen not
occupied by video were black. The viewing distance was 45 cm, the video thus
spanned a horizontal field of view of about 48 degrees. The test subjects were
instructed to watch the sequences attentively; no other specific task was given.
Eye movements were recorded at 250 samples per second using the commercial
videographic eye tracker Eyelink II produced by SR Research. For each test sequence, recordings were made for 54 test subjects. The eye tracker flags invalid
samples (the usual reason for these is that the subject blinks). Recordings that
contained more than 5% invalid samples were discarded, leaving between 37
9

and 52 recordings per video sequence.

3.1 Intersaccadic Prediction

As a baseline for evaluating the intersaccadic (IS) predictor, we used a simple
model, which we will refer to as M1, defined by
X̂t = Xt−1 ,
i.e. the predicted gaze location for the current time step is just the actual gaze
location in the previous time step. In many cases – namely during fixations –
this is in fact already an almost ideal model of intersaccadic eye movements.
We also compared the IS model to the M2 model described in [16]. M2 is
mostly identical to IS except that it does not prevent the mixing of saccadic
and non-saccadic data in its history buffer.
The constant α, which scales the learning rate, was set to α = 0.001. For the
size of the history buffer N, we tested a range of values between 1 and 100; at
250 samples per second, this corresponds to a range of 4 to 400 milliseconds.
Because the video sequences are relatively short, the A matrix in the intersaccadic predictor was not reset between different test subjects. This provided
the predictor with more training samples but reduced the potential benefit of
tuning the predictor for an individual observer.
Figure 2 shows the mean squared prediction error for the three models, averaged over all sequences and all test subjects; confidence intervals (confidence
value 99.9%) are also shown. The IS model performs consistently better than
the baseline M1 model for all history lengths, though the error made by IS
increases for large history lengths (beyond around 100 ms). This is in contrast
to our previous results reported in [23], where the prediction error decreased
continuously with increasing history length. We speculate that this may be
because the prediction of smooth pursuit movements in particular seems to
benefit from large history lengths, and our current, more natural, set of test
sequences does not induce nearly as much smooth pursuit as the test sequences
used in [23]. As the error bars show, the differences between the IS and M1
predictors are statistically significant for all history sizes of 8 ms and greater.
The M2 model shows results comparable to IS for small history sizes, but the
prediction error starts to grow rapidly as the history length increases beyond
about 30 ms. Since the M2 model is similar to IS except that it does not
avoid the mixing of saccadic and non-saccadic data in the history buffer, we
conclude that this feature is critical for achieving accuracy and robustness.
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Fig. 2. Squared prediction error for the M1 (solid), M2 (dotted) and IS (dashed)
predictors, averaged over all video sequences and test subjects. The horizontal axis
plots the history length in milliseconds. Both graphs show the same data, but the
lower graph has been stretched vertically to show more detail. The error bars show
99.9% confidence intervals for the mean error; for legibility, the top graph plots error
bars only for the M2 predictor. Dotted lines indicate the confidence interval for the
M1 predictor because the errors made by this predictor are independent of history
length.

3.2 Salient Locations
We turn now to evaluating the quality of the candidate locations generated
from the saliency maps. For every saccade made by a test subject, we extracted
L candidate locations from the saliency map for the video frame that was being
displayed when the saccade started. We then computed the distance from the
saccade target to the closest of these candidate locations. In addition to the
H, S and K saliency measures, we also used the empirical saliency measure
(to quantify the best results one could expect using L candidate points) as
well as L points on the image chosen completely at random (to quantify the
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result one would get by “just guessing”). The width of the Gaussian in the
salient-location extraction algorithm was set to σ = 30 pixels.
The plot at the top of Figure 3 shows the error histogram obtained for L = 1,
i.e. a single candidate location. The analytical saliency measures - H, S, K
- show roughly comparable error, and all three perform significantly better
than locations chosen at random. This is especially apparent on the left-hand
side of the graph, where the H, S and K measures peak earlier than the
random locations, i.e. they produce a greater number of small errors. They
also produce a smaller number of large errors, but here the difference is much
less marked. The empirical saliency measure shows a strong peak at about 2
degrees of error, but here, too, the graph falls off only rather slowly towards
large error magnitudes. We conclude that a single candidate location does not
sufficiently capture the variation among individuals’ saccade targets.
It could be objected that the empirical saliency map generates unrealistically
good results because it contains eye movement data from the very observers it
is being tested against, and that a more realistic test might use a “leave-oneout” strategy (i.e. test every observer against an empirical saliency map constructed from the remaining observers’ eye movements). This is a valid point.
However, our intention was to use the same saliency map for all observers (as
for the analytical saliency maps), and we note that salient candidate locations
tend to be generated at points attended simultaneously by several observers;
leaving one of these observers out would, in general, not make a great difference. At any rate, since the empirical saliency is only intended to give us an
estimate of the best result we can expect from a saliency map, we can permit
it to be slightly optimistic.
The bottom plot of Figure 3 shows the error histogram for L = 10 candidate
locations. Again, the H, S and K saliency measures perform quite similarly
and peak much earlier than the graph for random locations. The graphs for H,
S and K also fall off more rapidly than the graph for the random locations up
to an error of about 12 degrees, but the random locations produce fewer errors
beyond this point. The reason for this is that the H, S and K candidate locations may concentrate in certain areas of the image, leaving others free. If an
observer’s gaze does fall into one of these free areas, a very large error results.
The random candidate locations, on the other hand, tend to be distributed
uniformly across the image, making exceedingly large errors unlikely.
For the empirical saliency measure, we again note a strong peak at about 2
degrees of error, but unlike for L = 1, the graph also falls off quickly, with only
relatively few errors above about 5 degrees. We conclude that, in principle, ten
candidate locations are sufficient for capturing most of the variation among
individuals’ saccade targets. (For lower resolution and smaller field of view,
fewer points would suffice.) The analytical saliency measures H, S and K are
12
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Fig. 3. Histogram of error (distance of saccade target to closest salient candidate
location) for L = 1, L = 5 and L = 10 candidate locations. The horizontal axis plots
the error magnitude in degrees, the vertical axis plots the number of saccades per
histogram bin. Plots are shown for the analytical H, S and K saliency measures,
the empirical saliency measure, and locations chosen at random. Results for the H,
S and K measures were averaged over all levels of the spatio-temporal pyramid.
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still quite far away from the optimum represented by the empirical saliency
measure but nevertheless predict saccade targets well at least some of the time.
Picking a winner among the three measures is difficult. The results appear to
suggest that K may perform slightly better than H or S, but the differences
are too small to make a definite assessment. For simpler videos with lower
resolution we had found that the higher the intrinsic dimension, the better
the prediction [17].
Finally, we turn to the middle plot of Figure 3, which shows the error histogram
for L = 5 candidate locations. It presents an intermediate situation between
the two plots discussed so far, but we note that the curves are more similar
in shape to those for L = 10 than those for L = 1, though they do not fall off
quite as quickly. This suggests that even five locations may already provide
adequate coverage of the eye movements made by different individuals.

3.3 Saccade Prediction

Finally, we turn to the results of the saccade predictor, which predicts a single
saccade target from a list of salient candidate locations. As an aid for assessing
the results, we compare this predictor with the following three others. The first
simply chooses a random point in the image as the predicted saccade target
(this corresponds to the single random candidate location in the previous
section). The second predictor chooses the location with maximum saliency
among the candidate locations. The third, a hypothetical “ideal” predictor,
always picks the candidate location that is closest to the actual saccade target.
This predictor thus gives us a bound for the best prediction result we can
expect on the given candidate locations if we assume a predictor that selects
one of the locations, without any averaging between locations.
The constant β in the saccade predictor, which scales the learning rate, was set
to β = 0.05. The parameter M, which controls the number of video frames used
for prediction, was set to M = 1, as incorporating information from previous
video frames did not seem to improve the results much. Again, because the
video sequences are relatively short, the B matrix in the predictor was not reset
between different test subjects. Salient candidate locations were generated
using the K saliency measure evaluated on the second level of the spatiotemporal pyramid, which performed slightly better than the other levels.
Figure 4 shows the performance of the predictor for varying numbers of candidate locations L, plotted on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis plots
the average squared prediction error relative to the average squared saccade
length. A ratio of less than 1 means that, on average, the predictions moved in
the right direction relative to the starting point of the saccade. Results were
14
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the average squared prediction error and average squared saccade
length for the saccade predictor (dotted) and “ideal” predictor (dashed). The horizontal axis plots L, the number of salient locations per frame.

averaged over all video sequences and all test subjects.
For L = 3 and above, the saccade predictor achieves a relative error of less
than 1, showing that, on average, the prediction moved in the right direction
relative to the saccade starting point. The error decreases with increasing L,
though beyond about L = 10 the improvement is small.
The relative errors achieved by the “ideal” predictor start out quite large for
small L; initially, they are substantially larger than the error for the saccade
predictor. This is explained by the fact that the saccade predictor makes its
prediction relative to the starting point of the saccade; by limiting the size of
this step, the saccade predictor can limit the size of the error relative to the
total saccade length. The “ideal” predictor, on the other hand, only has the
option of choosing one of the candidate locations; if all candidate locations are
relatively far from the actual saccade target, the error made by the predictor
will be relatively large.
For increasing L, the error for the “ideal” predictor decreases continuously,
reaching about 0.2 for L = 30 candidate locations. This shows the potential
for improvement that exists with the given saliency information.
The relative errors for the random and “maximum saliency” predictors are
constant for all L: 4.51 for the random predictor and 3.49 for the “maximum
saliency” predictor. (These values were not shown in the plot because they
are rather large and would compress the scale of the vertical axis too much).
This underlines the result from the previous section: A single salient candidate
location does not capture the variance among individuals well and performs
only slightly better than a location chosen at random.
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4

Discussion and Outlook

The question of just how eye movements are triggered and controlled is far
from being solved. Consequently, the problem of predicting eye movements
remains a difficult one. Our results for the empirical saliency measure show
that predicting the target of a saccade accurately from a saliency map alone is
not possible. This is to be expected, given the influence of top-down attentional
mechanisms – which are not based primarily on low-level image properties
– on the scan-path. However, it seems feasible to select a small number of
candidate locations, with a high probability that one of them will be chosen
as the saccade target.
We have shown that saliency measures based on intrinsic dimensionality generate suitable candidate locations, though the results obtained using an “optimal” saliency measure (determined empirically from subjects’ actual eye
movements) demonstrate that there is still substantial room for improvement.
To date, we have not compared the performance of our saliency maps with
other approaches proposed in the literature, though we plan to do so. Many of
these existing approaches [5,6,11,12] are designed for static scenes; they could
also be used for dynamic scenes on a frame-by-frame basis but would not be
able to differentiate between static and moving objects. Since movement is one
of the strongest bottom-up factors that influence eye movements, this is an
obvious disadvantage. However, it appears that some of the existing saliency
algorithms for static scenes (e.g. [5]) can relatively easily be generalized to
dynamic scenes.
Some saliency algorithms for dynamic scenes exist in the literature [7,9]. How
our algorithm fares compared to these other approaches remains to be seen.
From a theoretical point of view, we find our algorithm appealing because
of its conceptual simplicity. While other approaches employ features that are
specifically dedicated to dynamic effects (motion, flicker etc.), our approach
detects statically and dynamically salient regions with a single mechanism.
However, we also point out that our algorithm has one major shortcoming in
that it is based only on image intensity (luminance) and thus does not take
colour differences into account, unlike other approaches. This is a limitation
that we plan to address in the future.
For some applications, generating a small list of candidate saccade targets
is sufficient. For instance, our work is motivated by applications involving
the guidance of eye movements [10]. In this setting, it is sufficient to know
a small number of locations that are candidates for the saccade target; the
visual stimuli at one of these locations can then be enhanced while the others
are suppressed so that the low-level image properties favour a saccade to the
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desired target.
We have also attempted to predict a single saccade target from the list of
candidate locations, but our results have so far been quite modest. The average
error is still about 0.86 of the average saccade length, even for large numbers
of candidate locations.
This saccade predictor can certainly be improved upon. The current implementation allows several candidate locations to be mixed or averaged together
to give the predicted location. This is reasonable if there are several candidate locations that lie close together; but in other cases, where the candidate
locations lie far apart, the mixing effect is not desirable. Also, our saccade
predictor does not take into account the history of previously attended locations, which would be necessary to model higher-level phenomena, such as
inhibition of return (a bias that tends to inhibit saccades to recently attended
locations [24]).
Still, predicting a single saccade target well from only the visual input is a
formidable task. It would involve modelling the complex top-down mechanisms
that, as we speculate, select one saccade target from the list of candidate
locations generated from low-level image properties. An important point that
we make here, though, is that this list is rather short. Furthermore, one should
not overestimate the unpredictability of eye movements: when predicting gaze
while measuring it, the errors are rather small on average and limited to brief
onsets of saccades [8,16]; in other words, if one displays a movie with true
and predicted gaze overlayed, one can hardly see the difference (that becomes
smaller, the higher the sampling rate is).
In summary, we have shown that saliency maps based on intrinsic dimensionality can be used to generate a short list of candidate locations that is likely to
contain the actual saccade target. We plan to use this result in active displays
to influence which of the candidates is actually chosen.
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